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Abstract 20 
 21 
A dual element C-Cl isotopic study was performed for assessing chlorinated methanes (CMs) abiotic 22 

transformation reactions mediated by iron minerals and Fe(0) to further distinguish them in natural 23 

attenuation monitoring or when applying remediation strategies in polluted sites. Isotope fractionation was 24 

investigated during carbon tetrachloride (CT) and chloroform (CF) degradation in anoxic batch experiments 25 

with Fe(0), with FeCl2(aq), and with Fe-bearing minerals (magnetite, Mag and pyrite, Py) amended with 26 

FeCl2(aq), at two different pH values (7 and 12) representative of field and remediation conditions. At pH 27 

7, only CT batches with Fe(0) and Py underwent degradation and CF accumulation evidenced 28 

hydrogenolysis. With Py, thiolytic reduction was revealed by CS2 yield and is a likely reason for different 29 

Λ value (∆δ13C/∆δ37Cl) comparing with Fe(0) experiments at pH 7 (2.9±0.5 and 6.1±0.5, respectively). At 30 

pH 12, all CT experiments showed degradation to CF, again with significant differences in Λ values 31 

between Fe(0) (5.8±0.4) and Fe-bearing minerals (Mag, 2±1, and Py, 3.7±0.9), probably evidencing other 32 

parallel pathways (hydrolytic and thiolytic reduction). Variation of pH did not significantly affect the Λ 33 

values of CT degradation by Fe(0) nor Py. 34 

CF degradation by Fe(0) at pH 12 showed a Λ (8±1) similar to that reported at pH 7 (8±2), suggesting CF 35 

hydrogenolysis as the main reaction and that CF alkaline hydrolysis (13.0±0.8) was negligible.  36 

Our data establish a base for discerning the predominant or combined pathways of CMs natural attenuation 37 

or for assessing the effectiveness of remediation strategies using recycled minerals or Fe(0). 38 

keywords (6 words): CSIA, carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, pyrite, Fe(0), degradation pathways  39 
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1. Introduction 40 

Chloroform (CF, CHCl3) and carbon tetrachloride (CT, CCl4) are chlorinated volatile organic compounds 41 

(VOCs) from the group of chlorinated methanes (CMs). Both are toxic and predicted to be carcinogenic 42 

substances (IARC, 1999). They are found in groundwater as a consequence of releases from chemical 43 

manufacturing processes or accidental spills (Zogorski et al., 2006), although CF can also be naturally 44 

formed (Cappelletti et al., 2012; Hunkeler et al., 2012; Breider et al., 2013).  45 

Abiotic CMs degradation in groundwater mainly proceeds under anoxic conditions. The main CT 46 

degradation pathway is hydrogenolysis to CF, although CT reduction followed by hydrolytic or thiolytic 47 

substitution of dechlorinated intermediates to CO, CO2 or CS2 is also possible (He et al., 2015). Abiotic CF 48 

degradation processes under anoxic conditions include hydrogenolysis to DCM and reductive elimination 49 

to CH4 (Song and Carraway, 2006; He et al., 2015). Bioremediation strategies for CMs are scarce (Penny 50 

et al., 2010; Cappelletti et al., 2012; Koenig et al., 2015). Thus, although both compounds can be biotically 51 

(Penny et al., 2010; Cappelletti et al., 2012) or abiotically degraded, they are considered recalcitrant 52 

compounds requiring targeted remediation strategies in groundwater.  53 

In situ chemical oxidation is not an effective treatment for CT and CF due to the highly oxidized state of 54 

carbon (Huang et al., 2005; Huling and Pivetz, 2006). Alkaline hydrolysis (AH) has been studied for CF at 55 

laboratory and field scale as a new and effective remediation strategy (Torrentó et al., 2014) but CT 56 

hydrolysis is pH independent and extremely slow (Jeffers et al., 1989). Fortunately, zero-valent metals and 57 

Fe-bearing minerals have proven to mediate the transformation of CF and CT at laboratory scale (e.g. 58 

Matheson and Tratnyek, 1994; Támara and Butler, 2004; Feng and Lim, 2005; Zwank et al., 2005; He et 59 

al., 2015; Lee et al., 2015). Fe(0) has been commonly used in permeable reactive barriers (PRBs) since it 60 

is a strong reducing agent, cheaper and less harmful than other zero-valent metals (Vodyanitskii, 2014). 61 

Micro-sized Fe(0) has been used in long-functioning PRBs, while nano-sized Fe(0) injections have been 62 

recently used to renew PRBs in highly polluted sites (Obiri-Nyarko et al., 2014). Some minerals such as 63 

magnetite (Fe3O4, Mag hereafter) can be formed in Fe(0) PRBs reducing their efficiency (Vodyanitskii, 64 

2014), while others, such as FeS, can promote CT degradation (Obiri-Nyarko et al., 2014). Since long-term 65 

evolution of PRBs is still not fully understood (Obiri-Nyarko et al., 2014) and Fe-bearing minerals such as 66 

pyrite (FeS2, Py hereafter), green rusts or Mag are naturally ubiquitous in anoxic aquifers and/or in 67 

transition zones (Ferrey et al., 2004; Scheutz et al., 2011), it is interesting to assess their influence on CMs 68 

degradation. 69 
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Detection of CMs natural attenuation or monitoring of the above-mentioned remediation strategies can be 70 

challenging when relying on only by-products, since these daughter products can be further degraded, are 71 

difficult to quantify in the field (e.g. gases), could come from other parent compounds or stem from a 72 

secondary source (i.e. CF). In such cases, compound specific isotope analysis (CSIA) has been developed 73 

and matured into a widely applied method allowing the investigation of VOCs transformation reactions and 74 

the associated isotopic fractionation values (Ɛ) (Renpenning and Nijenhuis, 2016). The occurrence of 75 

limiting steps prior to the reaction step that mask the real magnitude of the Ɛ has been shown when mineral 76 

phases are involved in abiotic degradation processes (Elsner et al., 2007). Controlled laboratory studies are 77 

thus required to confine the ranges of possible Ɛ values and determine conservative estimates of 78 

quantification of CMs degradation extent in the field. The concept of dual element (C-Cl) isotope plots 79 

featuring slopes (Λ=Δδ13C/Δδ37Cl) that are characteristic of different reaction mechanism holds promise to 80 

provide information on the manner and order of chemical bond cleavage for organohalides (Nijenhuis et 81 

al., 2016) and this, in turn, may help to distinguish potential competing processes and to assess their 82 

individual effectiveness as field remediation strategies (Van Breukelen, 2007). Although some abiotic Λ 83 

values for CF were recently published (Heckel et al., 2017a; Torrentó et al., 2017), neither Λ for CT abiotic 84 

reactions nor field demonstrations are available. 85 

In a multiple-compound polluted site in Òdena (Catalonia) (Palau et al., 2014), shifts in carbon isotopic 86 

composition of CF were attributed to AH (Torrentó et al., 2014) since alkaline conditions (pH ~12) were 87 

generated in recharge water concrete-based interception trenches. In contrast, detected shifts in the carbon 88 

isotopic composition of CT could not be explained by AH but here, reduction by Fe-bearing materials from 89 

the construction wastes used in the trenches could have played an important role (Torrentó et al., 2014). 90 

The presence of surficial iron patinas growths and of variable iron amounts in concrete-based aggregates 91 

obtained from one of the boreholes was confirmed by Scanning Electron Microscopy with X-ray 92 

microanalysis (SEM-EDS) and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) (data not published), but specific mineral phases 93 

are still under study. 94 

In order to close this knowledge gap on isotopic data of abiotic CMs reactions and, therefore, to allow better 95 

field interpretations such as in the case of Òdena, this study aims at providing dual element isotope data on 96 

abiotic degradation of CT and CF by Fe(0) and Fe-bearing minerals with FeCl2(aq) under anoxic conditions 97 

at pH 7 and 12. Characterization is based on monitoring the carbon and chloride isotopic composition (δ13C 98 

and δ37Cl) of CF and CT, as well as on detecting volatile dissolved by-products to identify the existence of 99 
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100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

parallel reaction pathways. Nano-sized Fe(0) was used for CT experiments because it is more reactive than 

micro-sized Fe(0) (Song and Carraway, 2006). CF experiments at pH 12 were performed with milli-sized 

Fe(0) to compare the pH effect with published pH 7 experiments (Torrentó et al., 2017). Py and Mag were 

chosen as Fe-bearing minerals because they involve different potential redox species for reaction with 

CMs (Fe(II), and S2
2- in Py, according to Kriegman-King and Reinhard, 1994) and represent 

widespread oxidation products of Fe(0) in PRBs (He et al., 2015) and mining or industrial wastes, which 

are potential recyclable materials for remediation.  106 

2. Materials and methods107 

2.1. Experimental setup108 

Experiments were prepared in an anaerobic chamber and performed in 42 mL VOA/EPA glass vials capped 109 

with PTFE-coated rubber stoppers and plastic screw caps. A summary of experiment nomenclature, 110 

amendments and concentrations, incubation parameters representative of typical environmental conditions 111 

and performed analyses is provided in Table 1, together with data from already published CF experiments 112 

with milli-sized Fe(0) at pH 7 (Torrentó et al., 2017) for the sake of comparison. After the addition of the 113 

solid phase, vials were completely filled with buffered aqueous solution (at pH 7 or 12) without headspace, 114 

except for CT experiments with nano-sized Fe(0), for which the vials contained 21 mL liquid phase and 21 115 

mL gas phase. For Mag and Py batches, FeCl2(aq) was also added to the buffered solution to better mimic 116 

field conditions, and because it is thought that CT degradation reactions can be surface-mediated by Fe(II) 117 

sorbed to solid phases (Scherer et al., 1998; Amonette et al., 2000; Pecher et al., 2002; Elsner et al., 2004). 118 

Bottles with 0.6 mM of FeCl2(aq) and without Fe-minerals (named as ‘aq’) were prepared as reactive 119 

controls for the potential of FeCl2(aq) for CMs degradation. Controls (CO) with only buffered solution at 120 

the corresponding pH were prepared to observe losses or effects of the pH itself on CF transformation. The 121 

reaction started with the addition of pollutant pure phase to reach the initial theoretical concentration. Vials 122 

were placed in horizontal shakers at room temperature until sampling. Replicates (n vials) were prepared 123 

for each experiment and reaction vials were sacrificed at appropriate time intervals. The CT experiments 124 

with nano-sized Fe(0) were conducted in triplicate and headspace samples were taken from each single vial 125 

at appropriate time intervals. Concentration and C and Cl isotope ratios of parent compounds and potential 126 

by-products were monitored over time. The used analytical methods are included in Table 1. 127 

Although Eh could not be monitored, it would be assumed below 0 V, postulated as the boundary for anoxic 128 

conditions (Morris et al., 2003; Hosono et al., 2011). At these Eh conditions, Fe(0) (and Py to a lesser 129 
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extent) is not stable at pH 7 neither 12 (Fig.S1). Thermodynamically, Fe(0) oxidation should occur and 130 

electron release should be expected. More details about chemicals, minerals and Fe(0) preparation and 131 

characterization, sampling, samples preservation and analytical methods are available in the Supplementary 132 

Information (SI). 133 
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Table 1. Summary of performed experiments nomenclature, conditions, procedure and analyses. The equipment used for each analysis is specified. n.u= not used in the experiment, n.a.=not analyzed. 134 

Pollutant pH Name 
Pollutant 

concentration 
(mM) 

Fe(0)/mineral 
loading 
(m2/L) 

FeCl2 
(mM) 

n 
vials 

Incubation 
temperature 

(oC) 

Incubation 
time 

(days) 
Shaker By-products 

analyses 

δ13C analyses of 
parent 

compounds and 
by-products 

δ37Cl 
analyses of parent 

compounds  
Ref. 

CT 

7 CT_Fe_7 

2.6 28 n.u 

1 25±2 0.1  Horizontala 
300 rpm 

VOCs 
HS-GC-qMS-1d 
as described in 
Heckel et al. 

(2017b)  

HS-GC-IRMS-2d 
as described in 
Cretnik et al. 

(2013) 

HS-GC-IRMS-2d as 
described in Heckel 

et al. (2017b)  

This study 

12 CT_Fe_12 1 25±2 0.1  Horizontala 
300 rpm 

7 CT_aq_7 
0.3 n.u 0.6 

9 17.4±0.3* 11  

Horizontalb 
100 rpm 

 

VOCs, CS2 
HS-GC-MSe  

as described in 
Torrentó et al. 

(2017) 

SPME-HS-GC-
IRMS-1e as 
described in 

Martín-González 
et al. (2015) 

HS-GC-qMS-2f as 
described in Heckel 

et al. (2017b) 
 

(n.a. for CT_Mag_7) 

12 CT_aq_12 11 19.2±0.4* 9  
5 20±2* 0.9  

7 CT_Mag_7 0.3 17 0.6 20 15±3* 11 
12 CT_Mag_12 0.6 20 20±2* 9 
7 CT_Py_7 

0.3 59 

0.6 20 18.7±0.3* 4 

12 CT_Py_12 0.6 
19 20±1* 7 

20 20.2±0.1* 1 

CF  

7 CF_CO_7 0.9 n.u. n.u 6 25±2 2  

Horizontalc 
200 rpm 

VOCs 
HS-GC-TOF-

MSd as 
described in 

Torrentó et al. 
(2017) SPME-HS-GC-

IRMS-1e as 
described in 

Martín-González 
et al. (2015) 

HS-GC-IRMS-2d as 
described in Heckel 

et al. (2017b)  

Torrentó et 
al. (2017) 

12 CF_CO_12 0.4 n.u n.u 12 25±2 9  This study 

7 CF_Fe_7 0.9 
77 n.u 

20 25±2 2  Torrentó et 
al. (2017) 

12 CF_Fe_12 0.4 20 25±2 9  

This study 

7 CF_aq_7 
0.4 n.u 0.6 

9 17.4±0.5* 8  

Horizontalb 
100 rpm 

VOCs, CS2 
HS-GC-MSe as 

described in 
Torrentó et al. 

(2014) 

HS-GC-qMS-2f as 
described in Heckel 

et al. (2017b) 12 CF_aq_12 10 17.2±0.7* 23  

7 CF_Mag_7 0.4 17 0.6 19 17.0±0.5* 21  n.a. 12 CF_Mag_12 20 17.0±0.6* 23  

7 CF_Py_7 0.4 59 0.6 19 18±1* 21  
HS-GC-qMS-2f as 

described in Heckel 
et al. (2017b) 

12 CF_Py_12 20 17.4±0.5* 22 n.a. 
aR1000 ROTH; bDenlay Instruments LTD no 941157,cIKA KS 260 BASIC, din Institute of Groundwater Ecology of Helmholtz Zentrum (München), ein Universitat de Barcelona, fin Université de Neuchâtel. Equipment 135 
abbreviations correspond to headspace (HS)-gas chromatography (GC)- mass spectrometry (MS); HS-GC coupled to a time-of-flight (TOF) MS; GC quadrupole MS (GC-qMS); GC coupled to a isotope ratio mass 136 
spectrometer (GC-IRMS). *Spot measurement when sampling.137 
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3. Results and discussion 138 

In the following sections, isotope results for CF and CT degradation by the Fe(0), Mag, Py and FeCl2(aq) 139 

are presented (Table 2) and compared with literature data. Concentrations were lower than expected in 140 

some experiments probably due to sorption on non-reactive sites of initial or newly formed solid phases as 141 

observed by other authors (Burris et al., 1995,1998; Kim and Carraway, 2000; Song and Carraway, 2006). 142 

pH was constant for all experiments (SD<0.5) except for CF_Mag_12, CF_Py_12, CT_aq_7, CT_Mag_7 143 

(Fig. S2) where higher fluctuations might be attributable to iron corrosion processes and Fe(OH)3(am) 144 

formation. 145 

  146 
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Table 2. Summary of isotope results, identified by-products and hypothesized degradation pathways. Uncertainty of Ɛ, AKIE and Λ 147 

(Δδ13C/Δδ37Cl) values corresponds to the 95% confidence intervals. AKIEs were calculated assuming C-Cl bond cleavage in the first 148 

rate-limiting reaction step. AKIEC values for CT and CF were calculated with z=x=n=1 and AKIECl values with z=x=n=4 for CT and 149 

of z=x=n=3 for CF (Calculations in SI). Question marks indicate hypothesized pathways not proved in this research. 150 

Experiment By-
products* Ɛ (‰) AKIE Λ  Removal 

(%) Proposed pathway 

CT_Fe_7 CF 

εC=-3.7±0.1 
R2= 0.995 

εCl=-0.58±0.04 
R2= 0.98 

AKIEC=1.0037±0.0001 
AKIECl=1.00233±0.00004 

6.1±0.5 
R2=0.98 99 Hydrogenolysis 

CT_Fe_12 CF 

εC=-3.4± 0.1 
R2= 0.993 

εCl=-0.55±0.03 
R2= 0.98 

AKIEC=1.0034±0.0001 
AKIECl= 1.00220±0.00003 

5.8±0.4 
R2=0.98 99 Hydrogenolysis 

CT_aq_7 n.d. no degradation 

CT_aq_12 CF εC=-3±3 
R2= 0.50 AKIEC=1.003±0.003 High confidence 

interval 87 Hydrogenolysis 

CT_Mag_7 n.d. no degradation 

CT_Mag_12 CF 

εC=-2±1 
R2= 0.70 

εCl=-0.8±0.2 
R2= 0.93 

AKIEC=1.002±0.001 
AKIECl=1.0032±0.0002 

2±1 
R2=0.65 98 Hydrogenolysis ± 

hydrolytic reduction? 

CT_Py_7 CF, CS2 

εC=-5±2 
R2= 0.70 

εCl=-1.5±0.4 
R2= 0.8 

AKIEC=1.005±0.002 
AKIECl=1.0060±0.0004 

 

2.9±0.5 
R2=0.9 99 Hydrogenolysis and 

thiolytic reduction 

CT_Py_12 CF, CS2 

εC=-4±1 
R2= 0.87 

εCl=-0.9±0.4 
R2= 0.84 

AKIEC=1.004±0.001 
AKIECl= 1.0036±0.0004 

3.7±0.9 
R2=0.93 99 Hydrogenolysis and 

thiolytic reduction 

CF_CO_7 n.d. no degradation 

CF_CO_12 n.d. n.c. n.c Partly by AH± reductive 
elimination? 

CF_Fe_7a DCM 

εC=-33±11 
R2=0.82 

εCl=-3±1 
R2=0.85 

AKIEC=1.034±0.012 
AKIECl=1.008±0.001 

8±2 
R2=0.93 84 Hydrogenolysis ± 

reductive elimination?  

CF_Fe_12 DCM 

εC=-20±9  
R2= 0.62 
εCl=-2±1 
R2= 0.64 

AKIEC=1.020±0.009 
AKIECl=1.006±0.001 

8±1 
R2=0.92 85 Hydrogenolysis ± 

reductive elimination? 

CF_aq_7 n.d. no degradation 

CF_aq_12 n.d. εC=-16±13  
R2= 0.70 AKIEC=1.02±0.01 δ37Cl values 

n.a. 60 Partly by AH ± reductive 
elimination? 

CF_Mag_7 n.d. no degradation 

CF_Mag_12 n.d. εC=-16±9  
R2= 0.65 

AKIEC=1.016±0.009 
 

δ37Cl values 
n.a. 80 Partly by AH ± reductive 

elimination? 
CF_Py_7 n.d. no degradation 

CF_Py_12 DCM εC=-20±7  
R2= 0.85 AKIEC=1.020±0.007 δ37Cl values 

n.a. 62 
Hydrogenolysis ± 

reductive elimination 
and partly by AH? 

aFrom Torrentó et al. (2017). *Potential gas by-products such as CO, CO2, CH4 or formate were not analyzed. n.c.= not calculated, 151 
n.d.=not detected; n.a.=not analyzed 152 

153 
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3.1. Degradation study by Fe(0)  154 

At both pH 7 and 12, CT concentration decrease below the detection limit in experiments with nano-sized 155 

Fe(0) was achieved before 4h (Fig. 1A) and followed a pseudo-first-order kinetic law with rate constant 156 

values kSA of (4.9±0.6)×10-2 and (4.4±0.1)×10-2 Lm−2h−1, respectively (Table S1). pH effect on kSA was 157 

minimal as expected by thermodynamics, since E0 of Fe(0) transformation to Fe(II) does not depend on pH. 158 

 159 

Fig. 1. Concentration (A, D), carbon (B, E) and chlorine (C, F) isotope composition (δ13C and δ37Cl, ‰) over time in the CT (upper 160 

panels) and CF (lower panels) experiments at pH 7 and 12 with Fe(0) and control CF experiments (CO). CF_Fe_7 and CF_CO_7 data 161 

from Torrentó et al. (2017), and concentration and δ13C evolution of CF and DCM as CT and CF by-products, respectively, are also 162 

shown. δ37Cl data of by-products are not available. Error bars are smaller than symbols. 163 

 164 

Significant shifts in δ13CCT and δ37ClCT were detected after 99.4% and 98.6% of CT removal at pH 7 and 165 

12, respectively (Fig. 1B and C), resulting in very similar ƐCCT (-3.7±0.1, R2=0.995 and -3.4±0.1, R2=0.993, 166 

respectively, see Eq. S4 and Fig. S3) and ƐClCT values (-0.58±0.04, R2=0.98 and -0.55±0.03, R2=0.98, 167 

respectively). Calculated AKIEC values (Eq. S5) were therefore also similar at pH 7 (1.0037±0.0001) and 168 

12 (1.0034±0.0001) as for AKIECl values (1.0023±0.0004 and 1.00220±0.00003, respectively) (Table S2). 169 

These similarities regardless of pH confirmed that pH affects primarily intermediate [·CCl3] radical 170 
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reactions rather than the initial rate-limiting step (Zwank et al., 2005). AKIEs values were below 50% of 171 

the Streitwieser limit for a C-Cl bond cleavage (KIEC=1.057, KIECl=1.013) (Elsner et al., 2005) and also 172 

below all reported values for abiotic and biotic reductive dechlorination of chlorinated compounds (Table 173 

S2), indicating significant mass transfer masking effects. CT is rapidly reduced when contacting a strong 174 

reducing agent like Fe(0) and, thus, the rate-limiting step of the reaction might be the diffusion of CT 175 

through the solution to the Fe(0) surface rather than the C-Cl bond cleavage (Arnold et al., 1999). In our 176 

experiments, this diffusion control could have been enhanced by the low concentration of CT (2.6 mM) 177 

compared to Fe(0) loading (28 m2/L), but further research would be needed to confirm this hypothesis.  178 

The use of HEPES in the pH 7 experiments might constrain exact quantitative by-product distribution as it 179 

appears to alter by-product formation acting as possible H• radical donor and favoring CF formation (Elsner 180 

et al., 2004; Danielsen et al., 2005). However, by-product distribution study was not the aim of this work 181 

and by-products different from VOCs such as CH4, CO, CO2, (Lien and Zhang, 1999; Choe et al., 2001; 182 

Song and Carraway, 2006) were not analyzed. CF (45-56%) and DCM (up to 0.3% of initial CT) were 183 

detected as by-products at pH 7 and 12, after 99% of CT degradation, similarly to what was reported 184 

previously (Helland et al., 1995; Támara and Butler, 2004; Song and Carraway, 2006; Lien et al., 2007; 185 

Feng et al., 2008), which confirms CT and CF hydrogenolysis. Isotopic mass balances showed a maximum 186 

Δδ13CSUM (defined as final δ13CSUM, Eq. S6, with respect to initial δ13CSUM considering, CT and by-product 187 

CF data) of only +1.5‰ at pH 7, compared to +35‰ at pH 12. Thus, at pH 7, CF degradation to other by-188 

product different from DCM was insignificant in the present experimental conditions and duration (3.5 189 

hours). At pH 12, however, important further CF degradation (and a possible formation of other CT by-190 

products) was evidenced by Δδ13CSUM, Δδ13C and more enriched δ13CCF values than those δ13CCT values of 191 

the parental CT (Fig. 1B). 192 

As carbon and chlorine CT isotope fractionation is affected to the same extent by the above-mentioned 193 

masking effects, in a C-Cl dual plot these effects cancel out. As shown in Fig. 2A, Λ values obtained at pH 194 

7 and 12 are similar (6.1±0.5, R2=0.98 and 5.8±0.4, R2=0.98, respectively), and indicative of CT 195 

hydrogenolysis attending to CF formation. The above-mentioned closed mass balances in CT_Fe_7 and the 196 

similar Λ at both pH revealed that CT hydrogenolysis by Fe(0) might also be the main pathway at pH 12. 197 

Moreover, if CT parallel pathways occur at pH 12, they should involve one C-Cl bond cleavage as 198 

hydrogenolysis does (Scheme S1). The obtained Λ values for CT degradation by Fe(0) show no statistically 199 

significant difference (with statistical significance at the p<0.05 level, ANCOVA, p=0.8) to that reported 200 
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for biotically-mediated CT anaerobic degradation detected in field-derived microcosms (6.1±0.5) 201 

(Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018). 202 

 203 

Fig. 2. Dual C-Cl isotope plot for CT (A) and CF (B) abiotic experiments. Same coloured solid and dashed lines correspond to linear 204 

regressions of the data sets of this study and 95% CI, respectively. Error bars show uncertainty in duplicate isotope measurements 205 

except for CT_Fe_7 and CT_Fe_12 experiments, where 0.5‰ and 0.2‰ were considered for δ13C and δ37Cl, respectively. In some 206 

cases, error bars are smaller than symbols. Solid slopes in B correspond to CF abiotic degradation reference systems: oxidation by 207 

thermally-activated persulfate (blue), alkaline hydrolysis, AH (green), dechlorination by Fe(0) at pH 7 (red) (Torrentó et al., 2017) 208 

and reductive outer-sphere electron transfer by CO2 radical anions, OS-SET (grey) (Heckel et al., 2017a). 209 

 210 

The CF_Fe_12 experiments were carried out to complement existing data at pH 7 with milli-sized Fe(0) 211 

(Torrentó et al., 2017) (CF_Fe_7 in Table 1) and to provide, thereby, a more comprehensive picture of 212 

isotope effects in CF reduction by Fe(0). The corresponding control experiment without Fe(0) (CF_CO_12) 213 

showed certain variation in CF concentration (Fig. 1D) and although no VOCs by-products were detected, 214 

a significant δ13CCF shift of +17.6‰ was shown after 9 days (Fig. 1E). Since no isotopic changes occurred 215 

in previously reported CF_CO_7 (Torrentó et al. 2017), the results of CF_CO_12 experiment suggest that 216 

CF was degraded by AH. Assuming this was the only degradation fractionation process, the CF 217 

transformation extent by AH in CF_CO_12 was estimated to be 27±7% using Eq. S7 and the ƐC of -57±5 218 

‰ obtained by Torrentó et al. (2017). This extent of degradation fits well with the reported CF hydrolysis 219 

rates (Torrentó et al., 2014; 2017). 220 

In the CF_Fe_12 experiment, CF degradation was also evidenced. CF concentration decreased with some 221 

fluctuations (Fig. 1D) causing poor correlation in rate constant kSA ((1.4±0.6)×10-3 Lm-2d-1, R2=0.67, Table 222 

S1) and Ɛ calculations (ƐCCF=-20±9 R2=0.62 and ƐClCF=-2±1, R2=0.64) (Fig. S4). Hence, comparison to 223 

CF_Fe_7 and literature data was based on evaluation of Λ values. 224 
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In this experiment, a moderated DCM accumulation was detected as by-product (≤0.3% yield after 9 days). 225 

This, together with the slower CF consumption in CF_Fe_12 compared to CF_Fe_7 (Fig. 1D), could be 226 

explained by Fe(0) surface passivation due to Fe-oxyhydroxides precipitation, enhanced at alkaline pH 227 

(Farrell et al., 2000; Támara and Butler, 2004). Low Δδ13CDCM was measured at pH 12 (+16‰ after 85% 228 

of CF removal) (Fig. 1E) similar to pH 7 (+15‰, after 87% of CF removal, Torrentó et al., 2017). The 229 

Δδ13CSUM (taking into account CF and DCM data) at pH 12 was only around +10‰, which might suggest 230 

an isotope-branching from CF or its intermediates (Zwank et al., 2005), that might have produced the low 231 

DCM carbon isotope fractionation observed for both pH. 232 

The Λ value for CF_Fe_12 was 8±1 (R2=0.91), not significantly different from that of Torrentó et al. (2017) 233 

for CF_Fe_7 (p=0.05065) (Fig. 2B). Combining the data at pH 7 and 12, the Λ value is not significantly 234 

different from that of CF reaction in model systems for outer-sphere single electron transfer (OS-SET) (p= 235 

0.1056) (Heckel et al., 2017a), suggesting a concerted C-Cl bond cleavage, involving OS-SET in the first 236 

rate-limiting step. For CF-Fe_7, Torrentó et al. (2017) postulated two parallel CF dechlorination pathways 237 

(hydrogenolysis and reductive elimination) as reported for other CF reduction studies with micro-sized 238 

Fe(0) (Matheson and Tratnyek, 1994; Feng and Lim, 2005; Song and Carraway, 2006). In the present 239 

experiments, CF reductive elimination related by-products (e.g. CH4, CO and HCOO-) were not analyzed, 240 

and thus, further conclusions are limited. The similar Λ values for Fe(0) are far from the Λ=13.0±0.8 for 241 

CF AH (Torrentó et al., 2017), indicating that AH in CF_Fe_12 was negligible. Accordingly, negligible 242 

contribution of AH was evidenced by assessing the distribution (F) of AH and dechlorination by Fe(0) to 243 

the total CF degradation following Van Breukelen (2007) and using Eq (S8) and Ɛ data from Torrentó et 244 

al. (2017). 245 

 246 

3.2. Degradation study by FeCl2(aq) and Mag  247 

Despite concentration fluctuations (Fig. 3A), no significant δ13CCT shifts over time were observed in the 248 

CT_aq_7 and CT_Mag_7 experiments (-41.9±0.5‰, n=9 and -41.4±0.5‰, n=6, respectively, Fig.3B) and 249 

no VOCs by-products were detected. CT degradation therefore does not seem to occur in these experiments. 250 

In fact, the analogous experiments with CF at pH 7 neither showed also significant changes in δ13CCF (-251 

49.2±0.2‰, n=5, and -49.0±0.6‰, n=7, for CF_Mag_7 and CF_aq_7 experiments, respectively) (Fig.3B). 252 

This agrees with the decrease in the degradation efficiency of aged Fe(0) PRBs when Mag is formed through 253 

corrosion (Vodyanitskii, 2014). However, CT degradation by Mag has been previously reported in the 254 
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literature under different experimental conditions (Zwank et al., 2005; Hanoch et al., 2006; Maithreepala 255 

and Doong, 2007; Vikesland et al., 2007). Further discussion about this discrepancy can be found in the SI.  256 

 257 

Fig. 3. Concentration (A, D) and carbon (B, E) and chlorine (C, F) isotope composition (δ13C and δ37Cl, ‰) over time in the CT and 258 

CF experiments at pH 7 (upper panels) and 12 (lower panels) with magnetite and FeCl2(aq)(Mag) and FeCl2(aq)alone (aq). Isotope 259 

data of by-products of each experiment are also shown and named as ‘by-product-experiment name’ to distinguish them from 260 

experiments where those compounds are parental compounds. In some cases, error bars are smaller than symbols. 261 

 262 

In contrast, at pH 12, CT degradation occurred and kinetics of CT_Mag_12 and CT_aq_12 followed a 263 

pseudo-first-order rate law with a kSA of (8±5)×10-2Lm-2d-1 and k’ of 0.3±0.2 d-1, respectively (Table S3). 264 

CT degradation was confirmed by significant Δδ13CCT (Fig. 3E) and Δδ37ClCT (Fig. 3F) after 87 and 98% 265 

CT removal in the CT_aq_12 and CT_Mag_12 experiments, respectively, obtaining ƐCCT= -2±1‰ (R2=0.7) 266 

and ƐClCT=-0.8±0.2‰ (R2=0.93) for CT_Mag_12 (Fig. S6) and ƐCCT=-2±3‰ for CT_aq_12, but with poor 267 

linear regression (R2=0.5) (Fig. S7). AKIEC (1.002±0.0001) and AKIECl (1.0032±0.0002) values of 268 

CT_Mag_12 were well below 50% of the Streitwieser limit for a C-Cl bond cleavage (Elsner et al., 2005) 269 

and also below the reported values for abiotic and biotic reductive dechlorination of chlorinated compounds 270 

(Table S2), suggesting significant mass transfer masking effects as for Fe(0). A maximum CF yield of 271 

+38% and +26% in CT_Mag_12 and CT_aq_12, respectively (Fig. S5), evidenced CT hydrogenolysis. δ13C 272 
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enrichment in the produced CF was detected. To further study CF degradation, analogous experiments with 273 

CF at pH 12 were performed and showed a CF concentration decrease to values down to 0.2-0.1 mM after 274 

23 days (Fig. 3D). Obtained pseudo-first-order rate constants had poor correlation (k’=(6±3)×10-2 d-1,  275 

R2=0.6, for CF_aq_12 and kSA=(6±2)×10-3 Lm-2d-1, R2=0.7, for CF_Mag_12, Table S3). In both experiments 276 

at pH 12, degradation was confirmed by δ13C shifts (Fig.3E). Comparing with the absence of CF 277 

degradation in the pH 7 analogous experiments, AH could be assumed as the main degradation pathway in 278 

these experiments (Torrentó et al., 2017). However, despite poor regression, the obtained values of ƐCCF 279 

for CF_Mag_12 (-16±9‰, R2=0.65) and CF_aq_12 (-16±13‰, R2=0.70) (Fig. S6, S7) are in the range for 280 

CF reductive dechlorination studies (Table S2) and far away from the reported values for CF AH at pH 12 281 

(-57±5‰) (Torrentó et al., 2017). These results suggest the occurrence of additional parallel pathways (such 282 

as CF reductive elimination to CH4) (Scheme S1). Since nor CF Cl isotope ratios neither other non-283 

chlorinated potential by-products were measured in these experiments, further conclusions cannot be 284 

drawn.  285 

The calculated Λ value for CT_aq_12 (2±3, R2=0.67) was discarded due to its wide confidence interval, 286 

while that for CT_Mag_12 (2±1, R2=0.65) (Fig. 2A) was, despite its poor linear regression, highly 287 

statistically different (p<0.0001) from those of CT_Fe_7 and CT_Fe_12. It suggests that although CF was 288 

formed as by-product in both Fe(0) and Mag CT experiments, parallel pathways other than hydrogenolysis 289 

could have occurred in CT_Mag_12. Also, a different first rate-determining step between reactions such as 290 

that producing CF or CO (hypothesized by-product by CT hydrolytic reduction according to Danielsen and 291 

Hayes (2004) might have occurred. That case would question whether branching in trichloromethyl free 292 

radical [·CCl3] or thrichlorocarbanion [:CCl3
-] intermediates (Scheme S1) were responsible for by-products 293 

distribution (Danielsen and Hayes, 2004; Elsner et al., 2004; Zwank et al., 2005) because intermediates 294 

branching alone would have not affected CT isotope fractionation and Λ would have been similar. 295 

Differences in Λ value might be also explained by a change in transition states in mineral surfaces (Elsner 296 

et al., 2004).  297 

The absence of CT degradation at pH 7 compared to pH 12, might be attributed to the control that pH exerts 298 

on Mag reactivity (see SI for further discussion). Under our experimental conditions, CT degradation by 299 

FeCl2(aq) and Mag was only feasible under alkaline conditions. Although further field research would be 300 

required, Mag might be responsible of δ13CCT fractionation detected in the alkaline trenches of the Òdena 301 
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field site (Torrentó et al., 2014) given that Mag is an ubiquitous mineral, commonly present in construction 302 

wastes.  303 

3.3. Degradation study by Py  304 

CT concentrations in CT_Py_7 and CT_Py_12 decreased quickly, especially at pH 12 where they reached 305 

0.01 mM after 4h (Fig. 4A, D). Although poor correlated, degradation followed a pseudo-first-order rate 306 

law for CT_Py_7 (kSA=(1.6±0.6)×10-2 Lm-2d-1, R2=0.72) and CT_Py_12 ((2±1)×10-2 Lm-2d-1, R2=0.6), 307 

(Table S3). CT degradation was confirmed at both pH by enrichment in 13C and 37Cl (Fig. 4). Calculated 308 

ƐCCT and ƐClCT values were -5±2‰ (R2=0.7) and -1.5±0.4‰ (R2=0.8), respectively for CT_Py_7 (Fig. S8), 309 

and -4±1‰ (R2=0.87) and -0.9±0.4‰ (R2=0.84), respectively for CT_Py_12 (Fig. S9). Corresponding 310 

AKIEC (1.005±0.002 and 1.004±0.001, respectively) and AKIECl values (1.0060±0.0004 and 311 

1.0036±0.0004, respectively) indicate significant mass transfer masking effects for the same reasons than 312 

for Fe(0) and Mag experiments. Poor correlation in CT_Py_7 might be linked to the low pH reached 313 

(4.7±1.1, Fig. S2) that might have caused changes in Py surface (Bonnissel-Gissinger et al., 1998) affecting 314 

CT degradation. 315 

 316 
Fig. 4. Concentration (A, D) and carbon (B, E) and chlorine (C, F) isotope composition (δ13C and δ37Cl, ‰) over time in the CT and 317 

CF experiments at pH 7 (upper panels) and 12 (lower panels) with pyrite (Py) and FeCl2(aq). Isotope data of by-products of each 318 

experiment are also shown and named as ‘by-product-experiment name’ to distinguish them from experiments where those compounds 319 

are parental compounds. In some cases, error bars are smaller than symbols. 320 
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 321 

In both experiments, the formation of by-products CF and CS2 was observed (Fig. S5) agreeing with 322 

literature (Kriegman-King and Reinhard, 1994; Devlin and Muller, 1999). Analogous experiments with Py 323 

and CF as parent compound demonstrated no CF degradation at pH 7 (δ13CCF=-49.1±0.3‰, δ37ClCF=-324 

3.1±0.3‰, n=7). At pH 12, however, CF degradation was evidenced by a clear CF concentration decrease 325 

(kSA=(2±1)×10-2 Lm-2d-1, R2=0.6), a significant carbon isotope enrichment (ƐCCF=-20±7‰, R2=0.85) (Fig. 326 

S9) and up to a 6% DCM yield (Fig. S5). Py oxidation at pH 12 by CF is an unknown process but, by 327 

analogy to CT (Kriegman-King and Reinhard, 1992, 1994), it would follow Eq. (1), with an overall reaction 328 

potential higher at pH 12 (0.7 V) than at pH 7 (0.5 V). 329 

FeS2 + CHCl3 + 8H2O→ Fe2+ + 2SO4
2- + CH2Cl2 + Cl- + 15H+ + 12e-   (Eq. 1) 330 

The accumulation of DCM (Fig. S5) suggests that hydrogenolysis together with AH might be responsible 331 

for CF carbon isotope fractionation. Since δ37Cl was not measured in this experiment, quantification of 332 

each pathway following Eq. (S8) is not possible. 333 

The detected CS2 in the CT experiments with Py (Fig. S5) may form via aqueous or adsorbed HS- 334 

(Kriegman-King and Reinhard, 1992) or via S2
2- sites on Py surface acting as electron donor (Kriegman-335 

King and Reinhard, 1994). Despite fluctuations, shifts in δ13CCS2 values (Fig. 4B) and non-closed isotopic 336 

mass balance calculations at pH 7 (δ13CSUM range from -44 to -59‰) might reveal further CS2 degradation 337 

since, as mentioned above, these shifts in δ13CSUM cannot be attributed to CF degradation. At pH 12, CS2 338 

degradation was confirmed by the much enriched δ13CCS2 values (+28.8‰) with respect to the initial δ13CCT 339 

after 46h (Fig. 4E). CS2 degradation might occur through hydrolysis mediated by hydroxide ions at these 340 

alkaline conditions (11.8 ± 0.2). CS2 alkaline hydrolysis has been proven at laboratory scale (Svoronos and 341 

Bruno, 2002) with rate constants at 25 °C ranging between 10-4 and 10-3 M-1s-1, equivalent to half-lifes of 342 

1-13 days at pH 11.8. According to literature (Peyton et al., 1976; Adewuyi and Carmichael, 1987; 343 

Kriegman-King and Reinhard, 1992, 1994; McGeough et al., 2007), CS2 is stable to hydrolysis within the 344 

pH range of 4 to 10, suggesting Py mediation in the potentially occurring CS2 degradation at pH 7, as Fe(0) 345 

involvement has also been reported (McGeough et al., 2007). Further research is needed to clarify this 346 

point. In any case, it follows that the previously proposed CF:CS2 mass ratio for distinguishing CT 347 

transformations reactions (Devlin and Muller, 1999; Davis et al., 2003) is inappropriate. 348 

The obtained Λ values for CT_Py_7 (2.9±0.5, R2=0.9) and CT_Py_12 experiments (3.7±0.9, R2=0.93) are 349 

similar to each other and to that of CT_Mag_12 (p=0.2302), but they are statistically different from that of 350 
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CT hydrogenolysis by Fe(0) experiments at both pH values (p< 0.0001) (Fig. 2A). CT thiolytic reduction 351 

evidenced by CS2 formation is thus supported by means of C-Cl Λ. Moreover, since the obtained Λ values 352 

in CT_Mag_12 and in CT experiments with Py were similar, a comparable contribution of initial parallel 353 

reaction mechanisms for both reactions is hypothesized (hydrolytic and thiolytic reduction, respectively 354 

Scheme S1). 355 

4. Conclusions 356 

CT and CF degradation by Fe(0) occurs at pH 7 and 12, with similar C-Cl Λ values at both pH values for 357 

each compound (8±2 and 8±1 for CF; 6.1±0.5 and 5.8±0.4 for CT, respectively), pointing in both cases to 358 

a hydrogenolysis pathway. Accumulation of recalcitrant DCM in this pathway should be taken into 359 

consideration in remediation strategies by PRBs.  360 

Isotope fractionation proved that under our experimental conditions, FeCl2(aq), Mag and Py are effective 361 

reducing agents for CT at pH 12, whereas at pH 7 only Py was able to degrade CT. CF was detected as by-362 

product in all CT-degrading experiments, while CS2 was only detected with Py. The occurrence of parallel 363 

CT hydrogenolysis and hydrolytic or thiolytic reduction pathways was also evidenced by the dual-plot 364 

approach, showing CT experiments with FeCl2(aq) and Mag at pH 12 (2±1) and with Py (2.9±0.5 and 365 

3.7±0.9 at pH 7 and 12) Λ values different than that for hydrogenolysis alone with Fe(0) (6.1±0.5 at pH 7). 366 

Further CF and CS2 degradation at pH 12 was confirmed through isotopic tracking, reaffirming that by-367 

products are not always traceable to confirm parent compound degradation. Mag and Py are thus effective 368 

minerals for abiotic CT remediation strategies, especially under alkaline conditions, where the 369 

accumulation of harmful by-products is avoided by further degradation. On the contrary, under aquifer 370 

conditions, recycling these minerals for cost-effective PRB-building requires ensuring subsequent CF and 371 

CS2 elimination. The studied CMs degradation reactions might be diffusion-controlled under natural field 372 

conditions, as it was previously reported (Elsner et al., 2007; Thullner et al., 2013). Thus, due to this isotope 373 

masking by rate-limitations in mass transfer, the highest reported Ɛ value should be used for a conservative 374 

assessment of CMs degradation extent (Elsner et al., 2010; Thullner et al., 2012). However, if these minerals 375 

or Fe(0) were used as remediation techniques, where a high contaminant/mineral ratio is normally used, the 376 

C-Cl bond cleavage might be the rate-limiting step. Nevertheless, further research would be needed to 377 

confirm this hypothesis. 378 

To sum up, all the data provided in this dual element C-Cl isotopic approach – especially first-time-379 

published abiotic CT Λ values – in combination with earlier data for CF abiotic (Heckel et al., 2017a; 380 
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Torrentó et al., 2017) and CT and CF biotic transformation reactions (Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2018), 381 

improve considerably the isotopic database of CMs reactions. This information could be further applied in 382 

field studies for discerning the predominant pathway or the contribution of combined pathways in CMs 383 

natural attenuation following Van Breukelen (2007) or assessing the effect of remediation treatments over 384 

time. 385 

Appendix A. Supplementary data  386 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at: 387 
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